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Summary
In seismic interpretation, event picking is essential and time-consuming. An automatic
event painting method according to the relative geologic age of sedimentation is helpful for
interpreter’s work. The two adjacent traces in a stacked or migrated section are almost same
except for the temporal difference. According to this characteristic, we proposed a novel
method to implement event picking automatically. The method consists of two steps,
beginning with calculating the local time shifts between two adjacent traces and choosing a
reference trace first. Then utilizing the calculated time shifts, the event painting is
subsequently implemented. In the method, we chose dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm
to calculate the time shifts between two successive traces, including adding a trace-window
to increase the robustness. The applications of synthetic and real data verified its feasibility of
the method.
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Introduction
Event picking plays an important role in seismic interpretation. Currently, event picking is done
manually by interpreters, usually according to the amplitude, phase and continuity of events. This is
time consuming and it also relies on the interpreter’s experience. So, an automated horizon
interpretation method is very useful. Usually we implement flattening of seismic events first, which
arranges the events according to the relative geologic age of sedimentation. Even if the result is
incorrect, it is still helpful for manual interpretation of the subsurface structure (Zeng et al., 1998b).
Nicola Bienati and Umberto Spagnolini (2001) utilized a least square approach to calculate the delay
for neighbor traces and the estimation of the wavefront. Lomark et al. (2006) proposed an method,
which flattens all events by accumulating the local slopes, and transforms the local slopes into time
shifts, then event painting from a reference trace is achieved. Fomel (2010) also obtained the local
slopes using plane wave destruction, and then implemented layer flattening and horizon picking
automatically.
We know that the two adjacent traces in a migrated or stacked section, which are similar in terms of
the waveform, without considering the time shifts. Taking advantage of this character, we can get the
local time shifts between successive traces directly by a dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm. In
this paper, we first give a brief review of the DTW algorithm before introducing the automated events
flattening theory. For a noisy model, we implemented the method using multi-trace smoothing
processing strategy and designing a trace-window to improve the stability of the flattened events and
get a high-quality event painting result. The applications of synthetic and real data verified its
feasibility of the method.
DTW Methodology
DTW calculates integer time shifts u[0:N-1] between two digital signal a[i] and b[i], with N being the
length of both a[i] and b[i]. It begins with estimating the error defined by
e[i, l ]  ( a[i  l[i]]  b[i]) 2
(1)
where l[i] represents the misfit time calculated at the ith sampling point of seismogram a. And we
simply set l[i] ranges from L to -L, in total (2L+1) integer values. In DTW, the search for the u[0:N-1]
is divided into two steps. The first one is accumulation:
d [0, l ]=e[0, l ]
(2)
d [i, l ]  e[i, l ]  min d [i  1, l  1], d [i  1, l ], d [i  1, l  1] , i  1, 2,..........N  1
The second step is called backtrack
u[ N  1]  arg min d [ N  1, l ]
|u [ N 1]| L
(3)
u[i  1]  arg min d [i  1, u[i]  1], d [i  1, u[i ]], d [i  1, u[i ]  1] , i  N  1, N  2,....1
|u[ i 1] u [ i ]|1

Here we use synthetic seismograms shown in Figure 1 to demonstrate the DTW. Seismogram a[i] is
produced by convolving a Ricker wavelet with random reflectivities, and seismogram b[i] is a
perturbed version of a[i]. Using the DTW method, we have the solution u[i] shown in Figure 1c (red
curve), where we find the solution is correct compared with the accurate one (black curve).
Figure 1d and figure 1e illustrate the result of adding band-limited Gaussian noise to seismograms a
and b, with RMS S/N=2:1. To improve the stability, some form of regularization is also essential.
Dave Hale (2013) used a more restrictive constraint on the variation of the solution in real data.
| u[i]  u[i  1] |  | u[i  1]  u[i  2] | ... | u[i  step  1]  u[i  step ] | 1
means that in successive ‘step’ sampling points, the

u
t

t step

. t is the sampling interval. In addition,

in every step of the accumulation, Jon Marius Venstad (2014) added an extra value where the u[i]
changes, aiming to make the solution more continuous. If we combine the mentioned these two kinds
of regularizations together and apply them to the same noisy data, we get the result shown in Figure
1f, where the solution has only a small departure from the accurate one.
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Figure 1 (a) the synthetic seismogram a; (b) the temporal perturbed version of seismogram a; (c) the
comparison of the DTW solution (red curve) and accurate one (black curve); (d) the noisy version of
seismogram a; (e) the noisy version of seismogram b; (f) the comparison of DTW solution (red curve)
and accurate one (black curve) for noisy data.

Event flattening algorithm
As the DTW algorithm is a well-known algorithm that has good performance in calculating the time
shifts for two seismograms with a temporal difference, we use it to calculate the time shifts between
the adjacent traces. For a seismic section TN [i ] , with i being the sampling point and N standing for
the number of the traces, after choosing a reference trace TR [i ] , we use DTW to calculate the misfit
time U j  j 1[i] in two successive traces T j [i ] and T j 1[i ] ,
T j [i ]  U j  j 1[i ]  T j 1[i] .

(5)

Here “  ” means an temporal adjustment for T j [i ] according to T j 1[i ] . Similarly, we can operate
this kind of adjustment from arbitrary traces to the reference trace. Taking the first trace for an
example,

T1[i ]  U1 R [i ]  TR [i ]
where
U1 R [i ]  U12 [i ]  U 23 [i ]  ...  U R 1 R [i ]
After all traces have been updated, the events that TR [i ] contains are supposed to be flattened.

(6)

For noisy data, as shown in Figure 1f, the error in time shift is small but it would be enlarged during
the accumulation shown in equation (6). Although the structure could change dramatically, the trend
of this structure would change much less rapidly. So a trace-window can be employed here to enhance
the robustness. We use the model shown in Figure 2a to illustrate the principle. As shown in Figure
2b, events change sharply in Figure 2a but remain stable at a small scale. Therefore, we can use a
series of straight events with different dips to scan the real trend. For adjacent traces T j 1[i ] and T j [i ] ,
the e[i,l] in formula(1) is transformed into

e[i, l ]  (Tj 1[i ]  Tj [i ])2

（7）

where
k  w/ 2

Tj [i ] 

 (T

k  w /2
j  k 1

[i  l[i ]* (k  1)]* h[k ])

k 1

,

k  w/ 2



Tj 1[i] 

 (T

j k

[i  l[i ]* k ]* h[k ])

k 1

h[k ]

k 1

k  w /2

 h[k ]
k 1

l[i] is the misfit time scanning at the ith sampling point of T j for the (i+ l[i])th point of T j 1 . And w
is the traces number of the trace-window, h(k) is the weight coefficient. For the similarity decreasing
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with the increasing of distance, h(k) should be a monotonically decreasing function. Here we make
h(k)

h(k )  (0.5) k 1
which allocates at least half weight for the central two traces to fit a complex structure such as an
unconformity structure. Then we use the averaged e[i, l ] to calculate the misfit time by DTW and
flatten events with equations (5) and (6). This averaging smooth process considers the impacts of
neighboring traces with a weight coefficient. We name it multi trace DTW (MDTW) layer flatten
method.
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Figure 2 (a) synthetic model data; (b) a sketch map to illustrate the MDTW with a partial data
marked by a red box in (a).
Synthetic data test
Here we also use the model shown in Figure 2a to test the new layer flattened method. As shown in
Figure 2a, this is a complex model containing dipping layers, fold structures, an unconformity surface
and a fault. We choose the middle trace (100th trace) as the reference trace and implement MDTW.
The local time shifts field is shown in Figure 3a. With the misfit time field and several layers picked
manually according to the flattened events (shown in Figure 3b), we can paint the layout of these
layers illustrated in Figure 3c, where the red curves well paint the basic structure of the complex
model.
Figure 3d shows the result when we add band-limited Gaussian noise to the initial data, with RMS
S/N=3:1, where we can find the layers are fuzzy and it is time consuming to pick every layers
manually. Without the trace-window, the event painting curves fluctuate heavily as shown in Figure
2e. Utilizing the same data, the MDTW result exposed in Figure 3f indicates that multi-trace
smoothing can greatly improve the stability of event painting. What should be mentioned is that we
superimpose the painting results on the non-noise data to illustrate the difference.
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Figure 3 (a) local misfit time field; (b) flattened model data utilizing MDTW (c) layer painting
result with MDTW; (d) the noisy data with RMS S/N=3; figures (e) and (f) are the layer painting
results for the noisy data by MDTW with the half of trace-window being 1trace and 4 traces ,
respectively, and they are superimposed on the initial non-noise data for clarity.
Real data test
We use the onshore data shown in Figure 4a to demonstrate the validity of the method. This is a
complex sedimentary structure including an unconformity structure, dip layers and small faults. It is
time-consuming for manual layers picking. Utilizing MDTW with the reference trace being the
central trace (the 350th trace), we can flatten the events shown in Figure 4b. Picking several events,
we ultimately obtained the event painting results shown in Figure 4c. There we can find most layers
are corrected painted, even for the complex unconformity structure and small fault formation.
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Figure 4 (a) an onshore seismic profile; (b) the flattened results of MDTW; (c)the event painting
result for the onshore profile.
Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce a novel event painting method, beginning by calculating the local time
shifts field of the seismic profile with a DTW algorithm. During the estimation, a specific
trace-window is employed to improve the robustness for noisy data. Subsequently, we could easily
implemented layer flattening and painting with this time shifts field. Both a model test and a real data
application prove the effectiveness of MDTW for event painting.
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